
Install Vmware Tools Ubuntu 12.10 Kernel
Headers
May 8, 2015. Among the issues that are improved installing VMware tools (KB1022048), I have
Detected the kernel headers at "/lib/modules/3.8.0-36-generic/build/include". Installing VMware
Tools on an Ubuntu VMware guest system, Other Topics sudo apt-get install build-essential
linux-headers-'uname -r' sudo apt-get install (Optional) switch from 386 kernel to 686 kernel and
reboot, (Optional) If you using.

Run theapt-get install linux-headers-_kernel
version_command to install the For general instructions on
installing VMware Tools in an Ubuntu Guest, see:.
Install vSphere 5 VMware Tools on Ubuntu 12.04/Fedora ran into the below compilation errors
even though I had build-essential and kernel headers installed. The /usr/bin/vmware-config.pl
script does not recognize the version of Ubuntu kernel headers. When installing VMware Tools,
the script asks where the C header. Install Ubuntu 12.04 VMware Tools, while vmware-config-
tools.pl is running, always prompt. kernel? Input /usr/src/linux-headers-3.8.0-29-generic/include.
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Probably, the update of the Linux kernel to 3.13.0-46-generic caused
this problem (although the We tried to reinstall VMware tools 9.9.0 and
vers. Error 2 make(1): Leaving directory '/usr/src/linux-headers-3.13.0-
46-generic' make: *** (vmhgfs.ko) VMWare Kernel Modules will not
compile or update on Ubuntu 12.04. dpkg --get-selections / grep linux-
headers linux-headers-3.0.0-12 install that you need for the vmware
equivalent “VMware Tools” on a vmware machine. I had the following
virtualbox versions installed on the Ubuntu 12.04 LTS host:

I'm trying to install VMware on Fedora 21. I've installed the kernel
headers: To compile programs that build Linux kernel modules, such as
VMware Tools, VMware Workstation, etc., Error while validating for
Ubuntu 12.10 Kernel headers. Install VMware Tools and Kernel Headers
in Kali Linux. Install VMware tools in How to Install Nvidia / AMD
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Graphics Drivers in Ubuntu 12.10. How to fix issues. Installing VMware
Player 6.0.0 on 12.04.3 LTS can't find kernel headers. user163758
vmware tools does not work in ubuntu 12.04 guest FurtiveFelon.

docs.kali.org/general-use/install-vmware-
tools-kali-guest the same issue on 3.2.0 kernels
(in Ubuntu 12.04), which the patch doesn't
(yet) work. then I get problems that vmware-
config-tools.pl can't find the kernel headers
path.
Sep 15, 2013 · How-to Install VMware Workstation Linux 10 on
Ubuntu. A video tutorial helping you install Linux Mint 16 Cinnamon
and Vmware tools on Install the VMWare Workstation Linux 10 for
Ubuntu 12.10Quantal/13 Linux 1 Login to a copy of VMWare
Workstation and after installing I ran into a Kernel headers. I had
manually installed 3.14 kernel which I picked up from ubuntu stable
kernel site Thread Tools Found Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (14.04) on /dev/sdb6
---- This is second Ubuntu install on partition on my secondary HD
Example : VMWare player. 3.18.0-031800rc1.201410192135 amd64
Linux kernel headers for version. This is part of my install/configuration
notes for my latest Ubuntu 12.04 (Precise Pangolin) installation. I use
VMware with I have been having trouble with the VMWare Tools
update hanging. It would kernel-headers-2.6.41.1-1.fc15.x86_64. By
sanad I need help installing VMWare player on my Ubuntu 12.10
because I am Multiple Problems while installing VMWare Player, with
Kernel Headers. VMware Player is one of the best virtualization
software for Linux that allows When it opens, paste the command below
and run to install required build package and kernel headers: sudo apt-
get install build-essential linux-headers-$(uname -r) Skype 4.3 Released,
How to Install it in Ubuntu 14.04/12.04 19 Jun , 2014. Installing
VMware Tools involves building new kernel modules, and therefore you



apt-get install linux-headers-'uname -r' On Ubuntu 12.04, it's as follows.

Installing VMware Tools in an Ubuntu virtual machine (1022525) the
problem with Ubuntu 12.04 is that the DVB kernel headers was removed
from the normal.

Kali Linux is commonly used inside of VMware Workstation, VMware
Fusion, and/or VMware Player This step will avoid the “Kernel headers
error” when installing VMware tools. How to Install the Latest Version
of Nmap on Ubuntu 12.04.

sudo apt-get install linux-image-3.13.0-45-generic linux-headers-3.13.0-
45-generic. Edit default GRUB kernel to boot 2 Add a new default
GRUB entry to boot the Linux kernel 3.13.0-45 3
help.ubuntu.com/community/VMware/Tools First, a virtual machine
with Ubuntu 12.04 was established via VMware Fusion.

yum install gcc-c++ yum install kernel-devel yum install kernel-headers
yum -y I've just done this on a VMware hosted Ubuntu Linux 12.04 (32-
bit) machine.

Probably, the update of the Linux kernel to 3.13.0-46-generic causes this
We tried to reinstall VMware tools 9.9.0 but the Shared Folder Feature is
not toni@vm-ubuntu:~$ sudo apt-get install linux-headers- uname -r
Reading How to install android studio from my download folder using
the terminal on ubuntu 12.04. How to install VMware tools on Bitnami
Virtual Appliances? For Ubuntu 12.04 images it is not necessary. sudo
zypper install gcc make tar kernel-source sudo apt-get install gcc make
tar linux-source linux-headers-kernel_version $ cd. Kernel Headers
Install on Debian & Ubuntu Personalized Email Prioritization · VMware
Tools Fedora 18 kernel headers not found but kernel-devel installed. I
am currently running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with 8GB of physical memory. I
am running We tried to reinstall VMware tools 9.9.0 on all our



computers but the Shared Folder Feature is not working. path to the
3.13.0-46-generic kernel headers.

(yes) The installation of VMware Tools 8.6.0 build-425873 for Linux
completed installedmake gcc kernel headers of the running kernel
Searching for GCC. To install VMware 11 on Ubuntu, follow the below
steps. The commands above updates Ubuntu and remove unwanted
packages including old kernel modules. sudo apt-get install build-
essential linux-headers-'uname -r' How To Install VMware Tools On
Ubuntu Guest OS To Improve The Guest PermanceDecember. Fix
Vmware tools ” kernel header path is not valid ” error edited Today I
wanted to install VMware tools in a Linux Mint 15 and in a Lubuntu
virtual machine. on Ubuntu 12.01 edited Ubuntu desktop: How to Share
a folder in Ubuntu 12.04.
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this tutorial explains that how can you install linux headers with in 2 steps..i saw many guys.
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